BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
SPRING ACADEMIC OPEN HOUSE
Tuesday, May 17, 2022

DAY SCHEDULE

9:00 am - 9:45 am  Student Services Resource Fair: Rozanski Hall
9:45 am - 10:00 am  Welcome to Science at Guelph: Rozanski Hall 104
10:00 am - 10:30 am  You’ve Received An Offer - Now What?: Rozanski Hall 104
10:30 am - 12:15 pm  Learn more about your major: Note: SSC = Summerlee Science Complex
   - Animal Biology: SSC 2313
   - Biological Science, Physical Science: Rozanski Hall 104
   - Environmental Biology: Bovey 2107
   - Environmental Geomatics: Hutt 240B
   - Food Science: Food 128
   - Marine & Freshwater Biology: SSC 2314
   - Biochemistry, Microbiology, Molecular Biology & Genetics: SSC 2306
   - Biodiversity, Wildlife Biology & Conservation, Zoology: SSC 2304
   - Biomedical Toxicology, Biological and Pharmaceutical Chemistry, Chemistry: SSC 2105
12:15 pm - 1:00 pm  Choose an activity of interest:
   - Academic Program Resource Fair: Chat with representatives from our undergraduate degree programs - Rozanski Hall
   - Lunchtime Lawn Games: Join Student Experience for fun and games from 12:15pm-1:30pm - Johnston Green
   - Grab some lunch: Find out why we are #1 in Canada for Campus Food - Various Locations
1:05 pm - 1:35 pm  Info Sessions
   - Discover First Year Seminars (UNIV*1200): Rozanski Hall 106
   - Living in Residence: Rozanski Hall 101
   - Study Abroad Opportunities: Rozanski Hall 105
   - Connecting Your Academic Life to Your Career: Rozanski Hall 102
   - Preparing for your First Year of University: Rozanski Hall 103
   - So you want to be a Veterinarian?: Rozanski Hall 104
1:50 pm - 2:20 pm  Info Sessions
   - Discover First Year Seminars (UNIV*1200): Rozanski Hall 106
   - Preparing for your First Year of University: Rozanski Hall 103
   - Intro to Student Accessibility Services: Learn about accessing disability accommodations at U of G: Rozanski Hall 109
   - The Co-operative Education Program: Rozanski Hall 102
1:30 pm - 4:00 pm  Tours
   - Athletic Centre Tours: Depart every 15 minutes from Guelph Gryphons Athletics Centre. Tours are approximately 30 minutes.
   - Residence Tours: Depart from the following residences: Johnston Hall, Mills Hall, Lennox-Addington Hall, East Glengarry, East Village (unit #3) and South Residence (Prairie Hall)
   - Study Like a Boss - U of G’s Non-Traditional Library: Tour the library and academic support services like writing services, supported learning groups, and the science commons. Tours every 15 minutes from the McLaughlin Library foyer.